KRM

Over 25 years company service provider
The main expertise of KRM

- Company registration
- Accounting and tax advising
- Virtual office and unique legal address service
- Bank relation advisory services and account opening
- Crypto exchange and wallet licenses
- ICO topics

Estonia

- 0% corporate income tax
- Crypto licenses with reasonable effort
- Starting and maintaining a company is transparent, straight-forward and at reasonable cost
- For the above reasons, Estonia is often chosen to start a business in the EU

History and facts

- Started 1991
- Created companies 5000
- Registry amendments ca 40 000
- On average 20 licenses per month

Reference and highlights

Ernst & Young Eesti AS (1993), LHV Bank (1999), Viking Line Eesti OÜ (2000), Skype Technologies OÜ (2004) and Swissotel Estonia OÜ (2005) are just some companies created by us. KRM Advisor is currently the leading corporate service provider and single point of contact for clients for corporate, accounting and banking related services.

Our Team

- 9 corporate lawyers and business consultants
- 12 accounting consultants and accountants
- We speak English, Russian, Armenian, Estonian and Finnish languages.

“Not complexity, but clarity and simplicity is what we offer.”

– Argos Kracht
Founder and senior consultant
**Argos** is the CEO of KRM Advisor and has been consulting and providing company establishment and administrative services to foreign investors in Estonia since 1991. As the CEO of the company, Argos is responsible for the vision and direction of KRM.

**Rauno** is a member of the management board and a lawyer at KRM Advisor. He has graduated from the University of Tartu, Faculty of Law. He has been practicing law for more than 25 years and has been a member of KRM Advisor team since 1992. He has extensive experience in corporate law and management. Rauno advises clients with company establishment, crypto, taxation and other corporate-related fields.

**Kristine** is a member of the management board and a lawyer at KRM Advisor. Kristine has graduated a business high school, University of Tartu (Faculty of Law), Estonian School of Diplomacy (International Relations) and has also studied accounting and journalism. Prior to joining the KRM team, Kristine worked for the biggest Scandinavian bank Swedbank (financial and legal department). She has been managing corporate projects since 2016 and is fluent in 4 languages (incl. English and Russian). Kristine is responsible for partner relations and advises clients in crypto/ICO field, taxation, immigration and other business-related matters.

**Merle** has graduated from the University of Tartu, Faculty of Law. She has been practicing law since 2016 and has gained thorough experience in corporate law over the past years. She has established hundreds of companies and assisted clients from all over the world in setting up their businesses. Merle advises clients in setting up companies, crypto licenses, ICO, AML and compliance, taxation, company management and immigration.

**Armine** works as a business consultant in KRM Advisor. She has graduated Secondary School of Business and has studied law in University of Tartu. She has worked in this business field since 2017 and does her job with a big passion. She advises and assists clients from all over the world and is fluent in English, Russian, Estonian and Armenian languages. Armine’s practicing fields include company establishment, crypto activities and licenses, taxation and other matters related to doing business in Estonia.

**Kadri** has graduated from the University of Tartu, Faculty of Law. She has been practicing law since 1999 and has worked as a legal advisor for different private sector companies, mainly focusing on corporate law and property law. During her stay in KRM Advisor she has assisted clients in all main corporate activity related matters such as company formation, company structure related changes as well as company liquidation. She also assists with crypto licenses.
**Pille** has graduated from University of Tartu, Faculty of Law. Pille joined KRM Advisor in spring 2018, after having worked for more than 10 years as a lawyer at a notary’s office. Over the years she has gained considerable experience in fields such as contract law, corporate law, land law and family law. Pille advises clients with company establishment and applying for crypto licenses.

**Hanna-Liisa** has graduated from the University of Tartu, Faculty of Law. She has been practicing law since 2007 and has worked for many years at law offices. She has long experience in bankruptcy and in dispute settlement, law of obligations and corporate law. Hanna-Liisa advises clients in setting up companies and applying for crypto licenses and provides legal advice.

**Sandis** is a real-time entrepreneur – started his first gaming business at the age of 14, few years later moved to the U.K. to study BA (Hons) accounting and financial management where further improving his business knowledge. Furthermore, after studies, by becoming the youngest private banker in one of the largest private banks in Latvia, he continually improves his network in the banking industry and that is why he is our advisor in the banking relations. Either it is Estonian registered crypto-exchange, ICO, crypto-asset liquidation or regular advice upon the banking market, he is here to advise.